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**P. Scott & E. Haghverdi:** axiomatization of partially-defined trace, capturing the idea of (partially defined) categorical feedback.

One example of partial traces axiom: sliding

\[
\text{Tr}^U \left[ f(\text{Id}_A \otimes g) \right] \Leftrightarrow \text{Tr}^{U'} \left[ (\text{Id}_B \otimes g)f \right]
\]
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Original proof: intermediate partial version of the \( \text{Int}(\cdot) \) construction and "paracategories".

Contribution: a more direct and simplified proof.
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**Basic idea:** add a “state space” to morphisms.

A morphism from $A$ to $B$ in $D(C)$ is a pair $(f, U)$ with

- $U$ an object of $C$.
- $f : A \otimes U \to B \otimes U$ a morphism of $C$.

When composing $(f, U)$ and $(g, V)$ the state spaces do not interact.
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